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Blak Dot Gallery is pleased to present Feedback Loop, a group exhibition as part 
of Climarte’s ART+CLIMATE=CHANGE 2017 festival.

Feedback loops are considered vicious or virtuous cycles in climate change. A 
positive feedback loop is a vicious cycle accelerating marine population collapse 
through overfishing, whereas a negative feedback loop virtuously decelerates it 
through marine nurseries. 

Indigenous people have historically sustained negative feedback through 
reciprocal practices, and yet they are among the first to suffer the consequences 
of climate change. Grounded in the interconnectedness of all living creatures and 
preservation of our natural ecosystems, Indigenous knowledge systems continue 
to evolve amidst ignorance, silencing and violent dismissal. 

Feedback Loop addresses human acts of reciprocity with nature and the natural 
world - or lack thereof. Amidst the abstract complexities of climate change (even 
in the face of direct consequences that are already a concrete reality for many 
across the world) this exhibition hones in on all things micro of our everyday lives 
to locate the conscious and unconscious impact on the rest of the natural world 
around us. 

Descending from a peoples who have long lived in harmony with the natural 
world, artists Get To Work, Hannah Donnelly, Talia Smith, Frances Tapueluelu, 
Jahra ‘Rager’ Wasasala and Katie West explore contemporary perspectives 
of human relation to the land and how it feeds into social relations. Through 
performance, installation, photography, sculpture, video and sound, the artists 
of Feedback Loop uniquely challenge our personal onus to positive or negative 
feedback loops. 

E lē falala fua le niu, 'ae falala ona o le matagi.

The coconut tree does not sway on its own, but is swayed by the wind.

Curated by Catherine Hunt

Assistant Curator Tahnee Edwards

Acknowledgment of country
Blak Dot Gallery acknowledges the traditional custodians of the land on which we work, live 

and create: the Wurundjeri people and Elders past and present of the Kulin nations. 
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clImAte droneS 
how you wanna
replace stories
transpose our country
with climate analogues

control natural capitol
for water stewardship
adaptation regimes
wrong way

them rivers tired
now disappearing
survey our memories
grief birthed future

climate drones
report on riparian 
plastic in creeks
point pollution banks

collecting data 
not listening
restore default settings
we know which way

if we weave
three points of lomandra
sedges and cumbungi reeds
you can hear it

inside
women who were
carrying 
before diverted catchments

sequester carbon
prepare for the day
you are alone
mourning sandstone

eco conscious tip?
you are consuming
the environment
in white mitigation



Hannah Donnelly is a writer and the creator of Sovereign Trax. Her work experiments with 
future tense, speculative fiction and Indigenous responses to climate change through 
stories of cultural flows and water. Sovereign Trax is an online platform promoting First 
Nations music through energising conversations on decolonisation and community.

Riparian zones are land alongside creeks, streams, gullies, 
rivers and wetlands. With sound and words I respond to the 
idea of modelling climate analogues* with plastic pop water. 
Field recordings along the Merri Creek Trail capture the flow 
rate looped into samples of FKA Twigs ‘Water Me’. Country 
transposed over country, water replaced water, story distorts 
story. We are climate drones killing riparian zones. 

“Estimates hold that 70% of future climates already exist 
somewhere in the world.” (CGIAR Research Program on Climate 
Change, Agriculture and Food Security CCAFS)

Hannah donnelly 
rIpArIAn me / clImAte droneS 
(2017)
Sound and text

*Climate analogues identify areas experiencing 
statistically similar climatic conditions, separated 
temporally and/or spatially. It locates a site whose 
climate today is similar to the given future of a 
place of interest.



Talia Smith
the eArth /the ScAr (2017)
digital prints of 120mm photographs 

Talia Smith is an artist and curator of Samoan, Cook Island and New Zealand European 
descent. Originally from New Zealand she is now based in Sydney, Australia. Her visual 
arts and curatorial practice utilises the mediums of photography and video to examine the 
emotional and physical traces we leave behind on the landscape, the histories we build 
and the ruins we leave. 

She has exhibited and curated shows at artist run spaces in Australia, New Zealand, 
Germany and New York with solo shows in both Australia and New Zealand. Smith is the 
founder and Co-Director of new artist run initiative Cold Cuts, is 2017’s emerging curator at 
Firstdraft and will be completing a residency with Bundanon Trust in August, 2017. 

This project is the start of a larger series examining the ruinous nature of man 
on the landscape. I visited the site of Old Adaminaby in 2016, I had completed 
no prior research on the area but rather decided to come on whim. 

My partner and I drove to Lake Eucumbene where the remains of the town 
Adaminaby lay. The town itself has been completely moved and relocated as it 
was then flooded to create the largest and first dam of the Snowy Scheme. All 
inhabitants and their possessions were moved on and the town was renamed 
to Old Adaminaby, the site becoming a sort of memoriam to a moment in time 
that was cut short.

As I stood at the top of the hill the lake seemed never ending, it immediately 
made me think of the poem The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.

Water, water, every where.
Nor any drop to drink.

As I wandered down to the shoreline I noticed a tree sticking out of the water, 
just the tips of it, as if it was reaching out for help because the lake had 
swallowed it whole. There were piles of concrete and empty beer bottles littered 
around the place as well as large concrete foundations sticking out of the 
ground as if they had been part of houses or structures. 

The detritus of human interaction was everywhere I looked. Perhaps even when 
we physically do not exist anymore there will still be some part of us embedded 
in the soil left behind, a small reminder that at one point in time we thought we 
were the ones in control of the world.



Frances Tapueluelu
"ko hoku 'ApI ''I motu, 'oku tAlItAlI mAI kIAte Au"
my ISlAnd home IS wAItIng for me (2017)
Sculptural installation

Frances is a New Zealand-born Tongan, of Vava’u and Nuku’alofa descent. 

Graduating with a degree in fashion design, Frances worked in the fashion and film 
industries in New Zealand before migrating to Melbourne. She has dedicated the last nine 
years to living and working with remote Indigenous communities.

Inspired by early cultural influences and her work with Indigenous communities, Frances 
constantly refines and evolves her craft, extending her creative practice to include wearable 
art, print media and spoken word. Her works have featured in numerous exhibitions across 
Australia and New Zealand and have been added to permanent collections internationally.

Did you know that approximately 1.4 billion pounds of trash enters 
the ocean per year?

Plastic is the most common element that is found in the ocean. It is 
harmful for the environment as it does not break down and is easily, 
and often, mistaken for food by marine animals. THIS IS A FACT.

Unfortunately this work is inspired by these statements. In amongst 
a sea of rubbish, a hamatefua (Tongan canoe - early catamaran 
from the 17th century) attempts to navigate its' way back to Tonga. 
The hamatefua is a very fast and graceful sailing craft, able to 
beat to windward home to Tonga or sail very fast down wind. It 
was made by the hands of Tongan carpenters who were skilled 
at wrapping and tying sennit cord which was applied in geometric 
patterns. Here it is depicted not as graceful but in the midst of a 
struggle with a plastic element which has taken over the sea.
I have used the hamatefua to symbolise Tonga, an island nation 
comprised of 170 islands, and the threat that the polluted seas 
pose not only to our lives, but also to our livelihoods.

Simply put, THE OCEAN CANNOT CONTINUE 
TO THRIVE AS A DUMP SITE FOR PEOPLE.



bloo/d/runk is a solo dance work from Fijian/NZ artist Jahra ‘Rager’ Wasasala 
that seeks to embody every woman of colour. This visceral and emotionally 
stirring work draws influence from the global epidemic of missing and murdered 
Indigenous women, the current assault taking place on Indigenous land globally, 
and investigates the themes of Pacific diaspora and the relationship between the 
earth and the female form.

bloo/d/runk explores the concept of ‘the world as a woman’s body’, and begs to 
question the way we worship the ‘mutilation’ of women, and the loss of the ‘old 
language’ shared among women. Why does the global narrative rely on women 
being invaded and broken into to build depth or character?

Throughout this work, the idea of ‘possession’ as being a holy act that connects 
women to the gods is a central motif. Within this concept, bloo/d/runk challenges 
the line between being a vessel for other voices/gods whilst still retaining a 
human-sense of autonomy over one’s physical form. How does this translate 
politically for women of colour, and in the Pacific? Can we still speak with a 
severed tongue?

Utilising both contemporary dance-based movement, spoken poetic text and 
unique costuming, bloo/d/runk is a powerful and politically necessary multi-
disciplinary solo/ensemble work that conjures up missing ancient voices, dissects 
the world through a woman’s body, and unapologetically challenges the presence 
of androcentrism in the Pacific/NZ.

Jahra ‘Rager’ Wasasala 
bloo/d/runk (2016)
Live performance (Saturday 29 March 2017)

Jahra ‘Rager’ Wasasala is a Pacific artist from Aotearoa, New Zealand. Identifying as mixed 
race, her Pacific roots are in Fiji/Viti (Mathuata and Ba). Jahra is a trained contemporary 
dancer and choreographer with performance/movement work as her primary focus. She 
is also an experienced writer and poet, her written work constantly speaking to her dance 
practice. 

Jahra's work reflects her interest in the realms of ritual, ancient imagery and politics - 
specifically themes surrounding racial injustice, Pacific identity, Indigenous expression 
and womenhood. Her choreographic aesthetic navigates both forms of dance movement 
and poetic language to invest in the space in-between; how written or verbal language 
translates throughout the physical form, and how flesh can expand and mould to hold and 
transform the voice within the body. To elevate, liberate, communicate and connect is the 
central kaupapa/message that drives Jahra’s work as a performer, teacher and artist.

All oppression is connected. Each one pull one. 

We must move together or not at all.

Vinaka vakalevu.

“...aboriginal women
Have been chewing on god’s palms ever since

For we women!
We have always been unholy civil wars
Across coloured chests, and undefeated physical 
dissections
Do not lay in pieces child
For you, are not prepared

Witness the world as a headless / handless
Woman’s body.”

Image credit | Jocelen Janon Photography



Constructed with found materials and eco-dyed fabrics, Aer Nullius is 
an installation and reading space dedicated to Indigenous authors from 
across the biosphere. “Aer Nullius” is borrowed from Métis academic 
Zoe Todd, who has used the term to describe the absence or blurring of 
Indigenous voices within the global discussion on climate change. 

This reading space, which is a metaphysical gathering of people from 
many First Nation states, is a response to this issue. All are welcome 
to join this gathering, contribute your own voice, inhabit this so-called 
“Aer Nullius”, and to dwell in the knowledge and perspectives of fellow 
Indigenous people. 

In a world that emerges through reciprocal relationships between animals, 
plants and country, we might be reminded of our own place as a human 
being within this web. We may also be reminded that while some of the 
details that our ancestors knew may be lost, the “heart” of this knowledge, 
as put by Robin Wall Kimmerer (Braiding Sweetgrass), remains in our 
human ability to observe and listen to the conversations unfolding in a 
more-than-human social world, and to respond with gentleness and 
foresight. 

Katie West is an interdisciplinary artist who explores the renewal of human connections 
with and within the natural environment. To this aim colonial histories are reconfigured and 
decolonised futures are imagined in response to global environmental concerns.

Katie is of Yindjibarndi descent, from Noongar Booja (Perth and surrounding areas) in 
Western Australia. She is now based in Naarm (Melbourne) and is currently completing a 
Master of Contemporary Art at the Victorian College of the Arts, University of Melbourne.

katie West 
Aer nullIuS (2017)
Installation/Reading space

"remains in our human ability to observe and listen to the 
conversations unfolding in a more-than-human social 
world, and to respond with gentleness and foresight."



Get To Work
dAnce for you, (2016)
Video installation

Dance for You welcomes viewers into a world of play and 
observation. Using pop music and pop-culturally inspired 
amateur dance moves the work aims to subvert the familiar 
into sub consciousness. Drawing upon colonial-rooted 
notions of the exotic woman as a source of untamed desire 
and entertainment, the artists reenact Beyonce's sensual 
choreography from the same titled 2014 music video, Dance 
For You, as they perform to a Western gaze. 

Operating in accordance with their cultural backgrounds, 
Dance For You explores the artists' experiences of the world in 
which they have grown up as young culturally diverse women 
in Australia. The collective's background (Tracy Quan being of 
Chinese and Solomon Island decent, and Georgia and Paris 
Taia being of Cook Island, Samoan and European heritage) is 
considered when using an isolated tropical island landscape; 
commenting on notions of disconnectedness that are often 
felt living away from places of origin while also highlighting the 
physical loss and gradual disappearance of small islands as a 
result of rising sea levels. 

The use of drone footage within the music video aesthetic 
reveals elements of surveillance and detachment where the 
machine documents the dancers with invasive curiosity and 
fascination. The work ultimately documents explorations 
of cultural experiences and stereotypes, alluding to the 
romanticisation of identity and place.

Get to Work is the collaborative practice of Tracy Quan, Georgia Taia and Paris Taia. All 
members graduated from Sydney College of the Arts in 2015, with Paris and Tracy holding 
degrees in photomedia, and Georgia in sculpture, performance and installation.

Coming from different studio practices, their collaboration focuses on the body, amateur 
dance and performance to playfully explore quirks of contemporary living, social behaviour 
and cultural identity. The pursuit to find social belonging is often humorously explored 
through music and dance, relieving the potential pressures, particularly in Australia, to be 
culturally categorised.

"the machine documents the dancers with 
invasive curiosity and fascination"



Blak Dot Gallery and the Counihan Gallery In Brunswick, in conjunction 
with ART+CLIMATE=CHANGE 2017 are pleased to present an afternoon of 
performances, conversations and readings on Decolonising Climate Action.

The event brings together artists, activists and experts to creatively respond to and 
discuss Indigenous knowledge systems informing decolonised climate action on land 
management, sustainability, climate justice and climate refugees.

Featuring:
Readings from Feedback Loop artist Katie West, Claire G Coleman and Shiralee Hood 

Conversation on Decolonising Climate Action – facilitated by Genevieve Grieves
With Tony Birch, Jacynta Fuamatu from 350Pacific, Flow artist Jen Rae and Allara 
Pattison from Seed Mob Youth Climate Network

Contemporary dance performance from Feedback Loop artist Jahra Rager Wasasala.

decolonising climate action
Saturday 29 April, 2:30pm – 5:00pm

Image credit | Jocelen Janon Photography
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